
 

 

Finance/Reporting Solution Architects 
 
We're looking to expand our team with a forward thinking and self-motivated Finance and Reporting 
Solution Architect with ability and a keen interest in developing financial and operational reporting 
solutions in a timely and cost-effective manner. A desire to learn and find creative ways of solving our 
client problems within a new world-class solution, and become an integral part of a team that is 
delivering value-enhancing projects to a growing list of well-known global agencies and clients.  
 
Our current clients are typically SME marketing agencies and global networks, yet through referral and 
some great work, we are extending into pharma and financial services. We work with a powerful SQL-
databased solution with an almost total integration to Excel, meaning we can deliver quickly fully 
packaged solutions that provide integrity, stability and complete usability for our clients reporting, 
forecasting and analysis needs.  

Skills - strong grasp of accounting and financial/operational reporting principles; Advanced Excel; SQL 
scripting; databases and integrations, eg API's (not essential, but welcome); exposure to planning 
solutions (such as COGNOS, Hyperion, Anaplan, Adaptive etc) desirable but not essential - NB: we will 
provide training on our solution. 

Presentable - will be required to occasionally attend high-level client meetings, communicate 
confidently, present when necessary and train/coach as appropriately 
 
Competent - analytical, attentive to detail and puts a high value on the quality of work/output 
 
Motivated - can work within small, high pressure teams and contribute effectively; wants to be part of a 
rapidly growing team with global ambition 
 

Some travel may be required - we have projects in UK (London and regions) and the US, Europe and 
Australian projects pending. Notwithstanding this, most of our development work is done remotely 
from our client locations. 
 
Package - £45-55K, plus bonus (NB open to discussion about this and any other benefits that we could 
look to include). 

Send your CV to emma@agencydna.com 
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